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Abstract. Termination detection is a fundamental problem in distributed systems. In previous research, some structures are used (e.g., spanning tree or
computational tree) to detect termination. In this work, we present an unstructured termination detection algorithm, which uses a gossip based algorithm to
cope with scalability and fault-tolerance issues. This approach allows the algorithm not to maintain structures during runtime due to node joining and leaving.
These dynamic behaviors are prevalent in cloud computing environments and
little attention has been paid by existing approaches. To measure the complexity
of our proposed algorithm, a new metric, self-centered message complexity is
used. Our evaluation over scalable settings shows that the unstructured approach can have a significant merit on performance over existing algorithms.
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1

Introduction

In the termination detection problem, a set of nodes in the system collectively execute
a distributed computation. Determining whether a distributed computation has terminated is a non-trivial task because no node has complete knowledge of the global
state, and there is no notion of global time or global memory. Each node only knows
its own local state and local time, and communication among nodes can be done only
by message passing.
Termination detection problem has been extensively studied for static distributed
systems where all of the nodes are stationary in terms of node joining and leaving
from the beginning to the end (e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]). One of systems that termination
detection algorithms can be used in is the cloud computing system in which constituent nodes can easily join and leave with dynamic behavior due to loosely-coupled
environments. However, although much research for the termination detection problem in recent years mainly focuses on reducing message complexity, little attention
has been paid to the aforementioned dynamic behavior. Most of the studies assumed
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that the system does not change anymore without considering node failures and joining which are vital aspects in cloud computing environments that should not be dismissed.
Recently, gossip-based algorithms have received much attention due to its inherent
scalable and fault-tolerant properties which offer additional benefits in distributed
systems [7]. Correctness of a gossip-based protocol is presented in [8, 9]. In gossipbased algorithms, each node maintains some number of neighbors called a partial
view. With this partial view, at each cycle (round), every node in the system selects f
(fanout) number of nodes at random and then communicates using one of the following ways: 1) Push, 2) Pull, and 3) Push-pull mode. Gossip-based algorithms guarantee
message delivery to all nodes with high probability and their variation can be found in
[10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Applications of gossip-based algorithms include message dissemination, failure detection services, data aggregation etc.
In this paper, we present an unstructured termination detection algorithm based on
the gossip-based algorithm. The use of the gossip-based algorithm for the termination
detection problem is a desired approach to deal with scalability and dynamic behavior
in cloud computing systems. Having partial view in the gossip-based algorithm is the
essential key to achieve the scalability issue. In other words, each node does not have
to maintain all the nodes in the system, but the small number of nodes. Furthermore,
in structured termination detection algorithms (using spanning tree or computational
tree), reconstruction of the structure of algorithms is needed when node joining and
leaving. Otherwise, detecting the termination of a distributed computation is virtually
impossible since node connection is broken.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the system model and
formally describe the termination detection problem in Section 2. Section 3 provides
our gossip-based termination detection algorithm. Simulation results for the algorithm
and their interpretation are given in Section 4; this section also analyzes the message
complexity. Finally, Section 5 gives our conclusions.

2

Model and Problem Specifications

2.1

System Model

We assume that the cloud computing infrastructure consists of numerous nodes of
resources, and individual nodes process arbitrary programs to achieve a common goal.
Because of the absence of shared memory, each process or node should communicate
with other nodes only by message passing through a set of channels. In addition, we
assume that all channels are reliable and FIFO (first-in, first-out), meaning all messages within a channel are received in the order they are sent to. And the message
delay is bounded. There is no global clock. However, it is assumed that each node
synchronizes its time by gossiping with other nodes. This approach has been justified
by [15]. Furthermore, the communication model is asynchronous. In other words, a
sender does not have to wait for acknowledgements of receivers (non-blocking).

2.2

Specifications of the Problem

Termination detection is a fundamental problem in distributed systems; it is not an
exception in cloud computing systems. The importance of determining termination
derives from the observation that some nodes may execute several sub-problems, and
in some cases, there are precedence dependencies among them. Because there is no
shared memory, message passing is the only way to deal with the termination detection problem satisfying following properties:
 Safety: If the termination detection algorithm announces termination, then the
underlying computation has indeed terminated.
 Liveness: If termination holds in the underlying computation, then eventually the
termination detection algorithm announces termination and henceforth termination
is not revoked.
 Non-Interference: The termination detection algorithm must not influence the
underlying computation.
The definition of termination detection is as follows: Let Pi(t) denote the state (active or passive) of process Pi at time t and Ci,j(t) denote the number of messages in
transit in the channel at time t from process Pi to process Pj. A distributed computation is said to be terminated at time t if and only if:
(∀i :: Pi(t) = passive)∧(∀i,j :: Ci,j(t) = null)
2.3

Performance Metrics

Traditionally, the following metric has been used to measure the performance of termination detection algorithms:
 Message complexity: The number of messages required to detect the termination.
In addition to the message complexity, we propose a new metric called selfcentered message complexity. Self-centered message complexity counts the number
of message requited to detect the termination from the requester point of view rather
than from the whole nodes in the system. We conjecture that this is more flexible and
simpler metric to measure the structured and unstructured termination detection algorithms because some algorithms are not always intuitive and observable at the highlevel domain. Self-centered message can be defined as follows:
 Self-centered message complexity: The number of messages required to detect
the termination from the requester point of view.

3

Termination Detection Technique

In this section, we first review the basic gossip-based protocol based on [16] to describe our gossip-based termination detection algorithm. The termination detection

algorithm proposed in this section can be viewed as an extension of the gossip-based
algorithm to support the termination detection functionality.
3.1

Termination Detection Technique Using the Gossip Algorithm

In the gossip-based algorithm, there are two different kinds of threads in each node:
active and passive. At each cycle (round), an active thread selects a neighbor at random and sends a message. The active thread then waits for the message from the receiver. Upon receiving the message from the neighbor, the active thread updates local
information with the received message and its own information. A passive thread
waits for messages sent by active threads and replies to the senders. Afterwards, the
passive thread updates its local information with the received message from the sender accordingly.
The function getNeighbor() returns a random neighbor identifier from its partial
view, not from the entire set of nodes in our algorithm. It is noted that according to
the system parameter f (fanout), getNeighbor() returns f number of neighbor identifiers. Additionally, before the gossiping is initiated, the partial view of nodes is constructed by the middleware called peer sampling service [16], which returns a uniform
random sample from the entire set of nodes in the system.
A simple way to solve the termination detection problem is to use distributed snapshots (e.g., [3]). If a consistent snapshot of a distributed computation is taken after the
distributed computation has terminated, the snapshot will capture the termination of
the computation. However, the algorithm that uses distributed snapshots broadcasts to
all other nodes when a process goes passive; this involves a large number of request
messages. Furthermore, detecting whether all the other processes are taken a snapshot
is not a trivial job even though all the other processes are passive and taken a snapshot.
Hence, we take the distributed approach with the gossip-based algorithm. To let a
process decide whether all of nodes are passive and distributed computation is terminated, we use the piggybacking mechanism by which a node adds additional information of neighbors to the message during gossiping. By using the piggybacking
mechanism, any node wishing to detect termination can eventually detect whether
distributed computation is terminated or not.
In the previous researches using the distributed approach, however, they assumed
that the number of nodes is static. Few studies have focused on the dynamic behavior
such as adding and removing nodes while request operations are ongoing, which is
that we want to deal with. In the dynamic scenario, it is assumed that each node can
learn about newly added and removed nodes by the middleware before each cycle
begins.
3.2

Unstructured Termination Detection Algorithm

 Initial local state for process Pi
− array of states : Statei[j] = passive, j  {1 … n}
 During gossiping: Process Pi executes the followings during gossiping with target Pj (where j ≠ i):
1. When Pi sends a basic message to Pj:
(a) Statei[j].state = Statej[j].state = active;
(b) Statei[j].timestamp = Statej[j].timestamp = LCcurrent;
2. When Pj sends a basic message to Pi:
(a) Statei[i] = Statej[i] = active;
(b) Statei[i].timestamp = Statej[i].timestamp = LCcurrent;
3. Updating states array:
(a) Update each element of Statei[k] and Statej[k], where ∀k ∈ {1 … n}, according to timestamp
 When local computation is completed:
1. Updating local state:
(a) Statei[i].state = passive;
(b) Statei[i].timestamp = LCcurrent;
 Deciding for termination:
1. Checking states array:
(a) Check if Statei[k].state == passive, ∀k ∈ {1 … n}
(b) if (a) is true, then termination is detected.
(c) if (a) is false, then termination is not detected.
Fig. 1. The proposed unstructured termination detection algorithm

The unstructured termination detection algorithm using a gossip-based approach is
summarized in Figure 1. We explain only our extensions to the gossip algorithm. We
assume that each process has a unique identifier and can be indexed by from 1 to n,
where n is the number of processes (nodes) in the system. Henceforth, the terms a
node and a process are used interchangeably.
Each process Pi maintains the following data structures:
 Statei[1 : n] : An array of states for Pi. This data structure consists of two elements
for each array: state and timestamp. State value can be active or passive and
timestamp value is logical time at which state value is updated.
We describe our extensions as follows:
1. If process Pi selects process Pj during gossiping following states are performed:
(a) When Pi sends a basic message to Pj, State array is updated as follows:

(i) jth elements (i.e., state and timestamp) of array of both processes are updated with active and LCcurrent.
(b) When Pj sends a basic message to Pi, State array is updated as follows:
(i) ith elements (i.e., state and timestamp) of array of both processes are updated with active and LCcurrent.
(c) Each element of State[k] of both processes, where ∀k ∈ {1 … n}, is updated
with the one whose timestamp value is larger.
2. When local computation is completed, State values are updated as follows:
(a) Statei[i].state and Statei[i].timestamp are updated with passive and LCcurrent, respectively.
3. In order to decide whether local computation of whole processes is completed, following states are performed:
(a) State array is checked:
(i) If Statei[k].state == passive, where ∀k ∈ {1 … n}, then it concludes that
termination is detected.
(ii) Otherwise, it concludes that termination is not detected and local computation of some processes is ongoing.

4

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present simulation results for the gossip-based termination detection algorithm using the PeerSim simulator [17], which supports extreme scalability
and dynamicity of nodes, and is implemented in Java. To compare our algorithms’
performance, we implemented the simple broadcast algorithm that is similar to [3],
which involve n-1 request messages and n-1 acknowledge messages. During entire
experiments, a fanout parameter f is set to 1.
We first evaluated effects of the size of PartialView and the number of nodes. In
Figure 2, we can see the results for the requisite number of cycles to detect termination with varying the size of PartialView from 5 to 30 by increments of 5 for 10 4
nodes, and the number of nodes from 10 2 to 104.5 with a PartialView size of 20. It is
noted that in this experiment, we let each node update its state when a request message is received.
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Fig. 2. The requisite numbers of cycles to detect termination. The number of nodes is set to 10 4
in (a). The size of PartialView is set to 20 in (b).
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Fig. 3. The comparisons of self-centered message complexity (a) and message complexity (b)
between the proposed algorithm and the broadcast algorithm.

We have confirmed that effects of the size of PartialView is insignificant when the
size is larger than 15 when the number of nodes is 10 4. Notice that in Figure 2(b), the
requisite number of cycles grows linearly as the total number of nodes increases exponentially.
Figure 3 shows the results of message complexity. It is noted that in this experiment, the number of nodes is set to 104, and the size of PartialView is set to 20. When
we compare self-centered message complexity of the proposed algorithm and the
broadcast algorithm, our algorithm performed better than the broadcast algorithm
about a 111100% improvement.
During experiments we also have confirmed that if each node changes its state to
passive when local computation is finished, rather than when a request message received, the requisite number of cycles to detect termination using our unstructured
algorithm is 2. In this regard, when we compare the two algorithms, message complexity is close to each other. In other words, the proposed algorithm generates 2n
messages, while the broadcast algorithm generates 2(n-1) messages. This signifies
that our unstructured termination detection algorithm and the broadcast algorithm
have no big difference in message complexity, but in our algorithm, messages are
diffused among nodes without a bottleneck.

5

Conclusion

In this work, we have presented the termination detection algorithm using a gossipbased approach to cope with scalability and fault tolerance issues. A cloud environment where the behavior of their constituting nodes is active and dynamic (i.e., joining and leaving at any time) is an example that our algorithm will be applied to. Furthermore, our gossip-based termination detection algorithm could be embedded seamlessly into other existing gossip-based algorithms. In other words, if a gossip-based
algorithm is implemented for the failure-detection service, then the termination detection algorithm proposed in our work can be embedded in the existing gossip-based
algorithm.
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